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This paper is a follow-up paper of their Earth Science Reviews (ESR) paper. In the
ESR paper, they didn’t report data younger than 5-4 Ma, they did in this paper. I
kind of like this paper, although as Dr. Mildenhall note, the paper needs some key
improvements. First, English needs to be improved. Second, they don’t have very good
age model and detailed data information for the F2 core. For the second weakness,
the authors have acknowledged it in the manuscript, so I think that this might not be a
big issue. Alternatively, deleting the F2 core results may be another option? However,
they address two key questions in paleoclimate research in central Asia: how did the
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late Cenozoic climate evolve in central Asia and what is/are its forcing mechanisms.
Although the data presented in this paper have been published before, it seems that
nobody has looked at these data together. This is the parts why I like this paper. I
have some other suggestions for the authors, the editor, and the reviewers/readers to
consider: First, this paper is not as well organized and presented as their ESR paper
and they didn’t give enough credits to their ESR paper. I suggest the authors use some
words summarizing the findings of their ESR paper and then introduce why this work
is necessary. Such words will put them work in broader context and make readers
easier to understand. Second, as a review-type paper, I feel that they should compare
results from both the western, central and eastern part of the Qaidam Basin, instead
of just presenting data from the western Qaidam but citing the results from the central
and eastern Qaidam. From their manuscript, I leant that the western and eastern
Qaidam Basin might have different climate evolution trends since the late Miocene.
This is quite interesting because this finding seems to support their main conclusion
in the ESR paper, i.e., the climate trend since the late Miocene period on the Chinese
Loess Plateau, and probably in eastern Qaidam, is different from that in the other
parts of the Eurasian continent. This inconsistence is because existence or uplift of
mountains which tends to intensity rainfall on the windward side, according to these
authors. This also brings to a question for their figure 5. I guess their core sites are in
the windward side in the figure, whereas in fact, the three sites should lie in the leeside
of the mountains shown in the figure. So they should revise the figure to correct this
error if my understanding is correct. Also I feel that a contrasting cartoon demonstrating
how rainfall from the eastern Qaidam and the Chinese Loess Plateau would change
through time would be very useful. Such a cartoon would be able to help the authors to
communicate their ideas better with the readers. Third, as a review-type paper, there
is no need to have a "Materials and methods" section. I suggest them organize this
manuscript similar to their ESR paper.
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